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What is it?

We are looking for creative and commercial 
ideas that could unlock opportunities for your 
career to reach the next level or could 
increase your company growth prospects. 
This could be your chance to try something 
new, experiment with new technology or 
collaborate.

About Creative Enterprise

In partnership with the BFI, Creative 
Enterprise was developed two years ago to 
grow screen businesses in the English 
regions. 

Through intensive programmes and 
bespoke workshops led by industry leaders 
and mentors, Creative Enterprise provides 
expertise and training to futureproof the 
next generation of moving image 
companies. 

By bringing together companies who work 
in moving image for storytelling, we build 
meaningful connections and create 
opportunities for business growth. The 
programme set out to support moving 
image entrepreneurs and businesses to 
develop new business models, products 
and services.

Who is it for?

The programme will support individuals and 
companies working in ‘moving image’ for 
storytelling. We are looking for Creative 
Entrepreneurs trading in the English regions 
outside of London who have an idea that 
could greatly benefit their career, their 
business or the moving image landscape



 
Do I have to be registered as company or sole trader to apply? 

1) a registered sole trader with a UTR number; or

Only if you are applying for over £10,000, and 
then you must be: 

2) a Limited Company registered on Companies House.

What do you mean by ‘moving image for storytelling’?

We are talking about businesses who in one shape of form are involved with on 
screen content that tells a story in order to entertain an audience. This includes 
those working in film,TV, animation, games and immersive media, tech 
platforms with a narrative focus; and where the content is consumed on screen. 

Here the content’s primary aim must be for entertainment rather than 
advertising, education etc. We will also consider applications from innovators 
who are creating new technology that will enable content creators to tell their 
stories and reach their audiences.

Creative Enterprise cannot support London based companies. Companies and 
individuals must be based and trading outside of London in the English regions 
to apply. 

My company is based in London but I live in the English regions 
outside of London, can I apply?

We are unable to support you though this fund. Creative Enterprise is 
dedicated to growing creative businesses in the regions and therefore creating 
sustainability is at the core of our endeavour. We want to help you generate 
revenue for your business to thrive and therefore your company must be 
working commercially or have intentions to do.

If you belong to one of these business types above, work in moving image for 
storytelling and are looking to start a trading arm of your company, then we 
would welcome your application.  

I run a social enterprise/ charity/ CIC/ not for profit company, 
can I apply?



 

Yes. However, your application must include moving image for storytelling as a 
significant component.  

The company’s business is currently focussed solely on 
corporate/non storytelling content however, we wish to 
expand into more narrative productions that will tell a story 
and engage an audience, can we apply?

Yes. However, your application must include moving image for storytelling as a 
significant component.  

I currently only work on short films, not feature films. Can I 
still apply?

Definitely, we want to hear your idea! If you meet the eligibility criteria and are 
wanting to explore your potential and test your innovation then get in touch. 

Yes. However, your application must include moving image for storytelling as a 
significant component.  

I currently only work on short films, not feature films. Can I 
still apply?

I’ve only ever made content as a hobby, but think I’ve got a 
great idea that could bring a new dimension to storytelling, 
can I apply?



 

The fund cannot be used to fund content 
creation nor develop a slate. The New Ideas 
fund intends to support ideas that may lead to 
commercial or creative growth in their sector.  
If you are looking for development or 
production funding, check out the BFI's latest 
opportunities here. 

Funding panels will take place monthly and 
decisions will be communicated via email within 
8 weeks of submitting an application.

Can the fund be used to develop/produce 
content?

When will I hear if my application has been 
successful?

What criteria will Creative England use to 
assess my application?

Potential impact on the growth of your 
career/business

Innovative and Disruptive Thinking

Quality of the team involved

Storytelling for screen element of
your business

Project viability re budget and timescale




